
R EVI EW
regarding the competition for "pRoFEssoR" in the scien

"Economics and Management (Agriculture)", announced in
21.07.2023 with candidate Assoc. prof. Dimo Atanasov Ata

by Assoc. Prof. Boryana lvanova, phD,
appointed according to order No. p[-16-999/2s.09.2029 of the

Agricultural University - Plovdiv as chairman of the scien

Reviewer: Assoc. Dr. Boryana Lyubcheva lvanova from Agrarian
Plovdiv, field of higher education 3. Socia/, economic and legal
professional direction 3.8 Economics, scientific specialist E

m an age me nt (Ag ric u ltu re),

chairman of the scientific 1ury by order No. Pfl-16-899/25.
Rector of the Agricultural University.

1. General data on the candidate's career and thematic d
Dimo Atanasov was born in 1975. He completed his secondary
nical School of Mechanization and Automation of Agriculture -

September of this year, he began his studies at the Agricultur
iv, majoring in "Agrarian Economics", graduating in 2000
. In 2008, Dimo Atanasov continued his educational traininq

ive scientific research activity by starting the development of a diss
of the PhD (Doctor of Philosophy) degree at the Agricultural

lly defended his degree in 2013.
Dimo Atanasov's professional path is also clearly connected
1994 until 2000, he worked on a private farm, and from 2001

for the "Dairy Cattle Breeding and Breeding" branch
ing in lreland.
Atanasov entered the Agricultural University - Plovdiv as an as

d successively rose in the academic hierarchy, becoming the Ch
13 and Associate Professor in 2015.

Prof, Atanasov's scientific interests cover vital aspects of the
Agriculture sector. One of the areas that the candidate is re

breeding in Bulgaria and the conditions for its sustainable deve
Sustainability is permanently in the focus of Assoc Prof. Atana

, lt is observed in the publications the evolution of interests a
d a gradual transition to the sustainability of organizational forms
tainability factors in agriculture, modeling of social processes and s

ricultural policies, and biodynamic and bioeconomic development of riculture.
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2. General description of the presented materials
In the contest for "PRoFESSoR", Associate professor

Atanasov participated with a total our.put of 62 papers, grouped as fol

* Scientific publications on the nomenclature speciatty _

- Publications related to the doctoral dissertation - 3
subject to comments;

- Publications related to
professor" - 31 issues,

the acquisition of the academic
which are not subject to comments;

- Publications with an impact factor * 6 items
- Publications in peer-reviewed and refereed scientific journals -
- Publications in conference proceedings - 5 issues,

The personal participation of Dimo Atanasov in the specified
to analysis is illustrated by the fact that 1 (one) is independent; in g (
in 8 (eight), he is second, and in the remaining T (seven) is the third
author.

*Textbooks-2pcs.
* Study guides - 1 item.

25 items are subject to analysis for the preparation of the positi

The scientific publications presented by the candidate and the
of the scientific activity show a definite compliance with the scie
awarding the academic position of "Professor", according to
PPZRASRB, and the Regulations for the lmplementation of t
Development of the Academic Staff of an Agrarian University

Under section A - a thesis for the award of the PhD d

Professor Dr. Dimo Atanasov has presented materials that confirm the
Under section C - Habilitation thesis - Assoc. Dr. Dimo Atana

monograph, based on which 100 points were awarded.
Under section D - Scientific publications - Assoc. Professor Ata

materials from which 222.76 points were calculated, 209.10 of them
obtained from articles and reports published in scientific publications,
indexed in world-renowned databases of scientific information. and 13.

came from articles and reports published in non-refereed peer-revi
published in edited collective volumes

Under Section D, concerning citations and reviews, the candid
items, over 73o/o of which eome from citations or reviews in scienti
referenced and indexed in world-renowned databases of scientific
monographs and collective volumes.
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under section E - participation in projects, completed doctoral
others - Assoc. Dr. Dimo Atanasov reporls 365 items, over 32oh
accumulated by graduated phD students and more than 43%
international scientific and educational projects..

students and
of which are
by managing

The total number of points accumulated from the materials submitted for
participation in the competition amounts to 1412 76 points, with a required minimum
of 550 points and compliance with the minimum requirements for the individual
sections.

3. Main directions in the candidate's research work, Demonstrated skills
or aptitude for leading scientific research (project management, attracted
external funding, etc.)

Assoc. Prof. Dimo Atanasov has extensive experience participating in various
research and educational projects. In the period after his habilitation as an associate
professor, the candidate participated in multiple forms of B national and international
projects.

Of the B projects presented , 2 are national, in one of which Associate Professor
Atanasov participated as a researcher and in the second - as a supervisor.

The reference shows that Associate Professor Atanasov participated as a
researcher in 2 and coordinator of 4 international projects.

All projects managed by Dimo Atanasov have been successfully completed,
with scientific, educational, and financial parameters confirmed by the evaluating
institutions. This testifies to the candidate's competence and skills in conducting
scientific research.

ln thematic terms, the projects in which Dimo Atanasov participated are
distinguished by marked diversity but parallel to this - also with some common
features.

Among the topics, the educational projects aimed at increasing the
competencies for training and teaching in precision agriculture, green transition, and
sustainable practices make an impression.

In parallel, scientific research focuses on healthy foods, quality of life,
bioeconomy, organic farming, and increasing competitiveness.

The candidate's synthesized scientific interest can be presented as a green
circular bioeconomy for increasing the sustainability of the agricultural sector in
Bulgaria. The publications and topics of research and educational projects submitted
for participation in the competition, in which Dimo Atanasov participated, fully confirm
his involvement and his high competence in the defined topic.

4. Evaluation of the pedagogical preparation and activity of the candidate.
Its role in the training of young scientific personnel

Throughout his career at the Agricultural University, Assoc. Prof. Atanasov
developed an intensive pedagogical activity, which was not limited to lectures,

seminars, and exercises but was also concerned with supporting the overall

development of students by engaging Dimo Atanasov in many students'



extracurricular activities.
According to the official report presented by the Educational and Information

Center of the Agricultural University, during the last 5 years, Associate professor
Dimo Atanasov has conducted over 4,650 hours of lectures, semrnars, and
exercises. The disciplines he fras taken correspond to his educational training and
scientific interests and cover disciplines suclr as "Agricultural Economlcs,,,
"Ecoeconomics", "lnnovations and Innovation Policy", "precision l\griculture,,,
"Sustainable Agrarran Systems", "lntroduction to Bioeconomy" and others, as, in
parallel, Prof. Atanasov was the supervisor of more than 40 graduates who
successfully defended their diploma theses and obtained the Bachelor's degree and
the Master's degree. As part of his direct teaching activity, Assoc. prof. Dimo
Atanasov conducts classes in a foreign language annually with strrdents who carry
out incoming mobility at the Agricultural University ancl with internationat students
studying to acquire a Master's degree in majors taught in a foreign language.

Assoc. Prof. Atanasov's work with young researchers also deserves admiration,
as he has supervised B young scientists studying for PhD degrees. Three of them
have already successfully defended their dissertations, one has been Cismissed, and
the remaining four are active doctoral students lvho successfurlly.r carry out their
activities.

Dimo Atanasov is an active participant in the Student Gi'cLrp for Scientific
Research activities at the Department of Economics at the AgricLrltLrral University,
whose primary goal is to stimulate the research activity and scientific i;iterests of the
students studying the Bachelor's and Master's courses. He is also the naticnal
coordinator for Bulgaria of the competition for student teams BiSC-E "Biobased
Innovation Students Challenge - Europe".

His overall activity gives reason to highly evaluate the candicate's pedngogical
preparation and the successful efforts he makes to train young scient::ic personnel.

5. Significance of the obtained results, proven by citations, pLri;lications in
prestigious journals, awards, membership in internationrt ;rncl riatiorral
scientific bodies, etc.

The quality of the scientific production and the significance r:l"iire cor^lciLtsions
and proposals generated as a result of the candidate's work is cl,:,,r-: i;r illustratecl by
the fact that of the 25 scientific papers subject to review, 11 irre the sr,'iject of
significant interest from the scientific community and have found n plrr:e in the fcrm
of citations in 33 scientific articles and 3 monographs and peer-rc'.,;,:r^red collective
volumes.

A further illustration of the importance of scientific output is the frct that 20% of
the submitted scientific work is cited in publications presented in 1:,,:r'rte of liie n-iost

prestigious scientific journals in the world, with almost 17o/o of the i,i;1rcs€C citations
made in publications of quartile l journals (Q1), with 5 articli:s cited, rnd an

additional over 1 5% of the citations presented are from publicatir:r;s. in qLrar"tilc 2

journals (O2)

The prestige and competence of Prof. Atanasov are also conri:lr6i ['u, the fact



that he is part of the scientific team working on the BIoEAST internartional initiative,
where he is a leading representative of the Agricultural University.

In parallel, two scientific journals - "The Bulgarian Journal of Agricultural
Economics and Management" ("Economics and Management of the Agricultural
Economy") and "Zagadnienia Ekonomiki Rolnej" ("Problerns of Agricultural
Economics") - trusted his competence, and he was accepted for a rrembe r of their
editorial boards.

The presented information gives reason to conclude that Dinro Atanasov is a
scientist of established national and international prestige whose srie ntific output is
highly valued by the scientific cclmmr:nity

6. significance of contributions to science and practir*. A rnofivated
answer to the question to what extent the candidate has a clearlv defined
profile of research work

Analysis of the candidate's research work clearly demonstrirtes lris focused
attention and growth in capacity and competence.

The highlights of the entire scientific career of Assoc. Prof. Dirn..> Atanasov can
be summarized in five directions, which evolutionarily flow from one 1r another.

The beginning of its development in the scientific sphere is ar,,. ,:iateci r,^,,ith the
study of sustainable agricultural development, particularly sustr:,,rable agrar-ian
systems, with an in-depth analysis of the sustainability of dairy catile I reedrng.

At the next stage, the candidate's scientific interests are expancjed and
conceptualized, focusing on agricultural sustainability and factor c.lr, litioning of the
economic vitality of agrarian systems.

The third direction is expressed in including digital and inno,,: r':n elerrents in
sector models, publishing, and participating in digitalization and prr:. : :on agricultl;re
projects.

Derivative and cumulative of the previous directions is the fot:i rr iiirection in the
evolution of Assoc. Prof. Atanasov's scientific interests, namelv r.s'r:rrch re latecl to
the green circular bioeconomy.

A vital role throughout the entire path of development of Prcf. l-, rr,r Atr;rasov is
played by the fifth direction in his scientific interests - the l,' iirisiiiutic,i,al
environment (national and European policies for impact on the /\i ,luilurs sector),
which is closely related to eaclr of the emphases mentionecl r r.",r iit scienlr'ic
research.

In this sense, the scientific prociuction of the candidate testifies r iris coiisistent.
purposeful development, which forms him as a profiled spcclr,il , '^rith concrete
contributions in the direction.

I. METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTION$

work parameters in agricultural holdings;

assessing the factors creating risks for business;



economic efficiency of various technologies in agriculture;

different cultures in different conditions.

II. SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS

statements and concepts regarding the economic, ecologic:.r, social, and
technological features of agrrcultural production systems ancJ ,i e instrtutional
conditions for their development;

agriculture and rural areas;

the sector focused on defining models to achieve more intelli3erri .rnrj sustainerble
development;

and intelligent social and economic development following ecological ii:atures;

their strength and probability of occurrence;

and improvement of working conditions.

III. APPLIED CONTRIBUTIONS

presented;

was made;

types of farms are shown;

agriculture is presented 
;

of modern institutional tools to ensure the sustainability of agri,:i;i,i. rj of r,l i"egioiial
development;

organizations and the possrbilities for overcoming the pi"of-.': r have been
established;

analyzed, and their effectiveness was evaluated from a perscr:;ri .,,r:ir,; i",fiir. ,;f
view.

7. Critical notes and recommendations
I have no critical remarks or recommendations to the canc.Jid:ri,r concernino tlre

participation in the competition and the presented scientific productirrr



8. Personal impressions and opinion of the reviewer
I have known Dimo Atanasov personally since he entere:l ilre Agricultural

University in2007. Iam convinced thatAssoc. Prof. Atanasov is a cr:rrJidatewho has
all the professional qualities, including professional qualification ; r :1 ccinpctc:-,ce,
teaching experience, and scientific output, to be elected to the a,:,,:demic position
"Professor".

He also possesses all the necessary personal qualities responsive,
communicative, responsible, honest, and fair, which testify not onl', to his scientific
competence but also to his high emotional intelligence and social rl::, .:rrsibilit;",.

Last, his administrative conrpetence, accumulated during lris lrn, 'erms rs l- :rn
of the Faculty of Economics, shor_rld be noted.

I believe that this combination of scientific, personat, a1,,., adnrinistr-ative
competencies makes Associate Professor Atanasov an excellcnt e ,;ndidate for lhe
academic position of "Professor",

CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis of the candidate's pedagogic, scientii ancl elreirtirc-

applied activities, I believe that Associate Professor Dimo Atanasc,.. .,|,,inlr,rrr., i,'rr:irts
the requirements of ZRASRB, PPZRASRB, and the Regulations rf the Acrarian
University for its application

In my opinion, the overall activity of Dimo Atanasov, together v.,iih his personal
characteristics, gives complete grounds for him to be a successful .:ri dic.iaie foi'tlre
current competition.

With his scientific activity, he has contributed to optimizi':r_r ti' ' :\.,i i-,.;,J-1^, , 11

the agricultural sector in Bulgaria.
with his administrative activities, he created conditions for lhc ,

prosperity of the entire Faculty of Economics.
With his teaching activity, he has contributed to the profc::l:;,,

growth of dozens of young people, thus supporting their cievr:l
improvement of society and the functioning of the Agriculture sectc,r

All this gives me a reason to evaluate his overall activity posii,,,.
I propose to the honorable Scientific Jury to vote positi,",r: ,

Council of the Faculty of Economics at the Agrarian University -

Assoc. Dr. Dimo Atanasov Atanasov as "PROFESSOR" in the sr

"Economics and Management (Agriculture)".
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